Short stature in severe paediatric heart failure: The deleterious role of growth hormone replacement
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Introduction

Growth failure secondary to heart failure in childhood is well documented, but not well understood. A current analysis of 640 children from Chile who require cardiac surgery for congenital heart defects showed short stature in 24.1% [1]. The highest percentage of short stature are related to heart failure of cause complete atrioventricular canal (66.7%), ventricular septal defect (33%) and after Norwood 1 repair of the hyperplastic left heart syndrome (33.3%). Low serum insulin-like growth factor -1 level (IGF-1) indicates heart failure in children with left to right shunt due to congenital heart defects [1] that increase after corrective surgery [3,4]. Impaired linear growth in infants with single ventricle physiology seems to be an indicator of worse neurodevelopmental outcome [5].

McElhinney et al. [6] proposed recombinant growth hormone treatment in children with short stature of cause heart failure due dilated cardiomyopathy published in PEDIATRICS in 2004. In a so called prospective, single center, randomized, partially blinded, crossover trial only 8 of an intended 15 patients were enrolled. Two of the eight patients developed progressive heart failure and underwent cardiac transplantation. However, the authors conclude that “the benefits of growth hormone treatment were not associated with significant attributable side effects...”. Growth hormone therapy was associated with significant acceleration of somatic growth.

We report a boy who suffer from heart failure nearly his whole childhood up to his heart transplantation at the age 12 years after 6 cardiac surgeries in early life. He received growth hormone treatment at the age of 10 years, after pediatric endocrinologists had proposed a final height of 130cm. We can clearly demonstrate that his final cardiac decompensation was caused by growth hormone treatment.

Case report

At the first presentation with an age of 3 years the boy had balloon valvuloplasty of pulmonary stenosis in infancy, atrial septal defect closure and patch augmentation of the right ventricular outflow tract. We found heart failure of cause a significant mitral valve regurgitation. After three attempts for mitral valve reconstruction he received mitral valve replacement at the age of 4 years. Further he received a dual chamber and later biventricular pacemaker of cause a complete postoperative atrioventricular block. However, he remained in heart failure due to left ventricular dysfunction with high NT pro Brain Natriuretic Peptide values as shown in figure 1. We added metoprolol to captopril/digoxin treatment for clinical stabilization and reach a drop down of the highly activated renin angiotensin system (renin 12170ng/l to 1736 ng/l; normal range 10.6-66.9 ng/l) at the age of 5 years.
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Figure 1. Original growth chart of a boy with chronic heart failure due to mitral valve insufficiency and dilated cardiomyopathy after mitral valve replacement at the age 4 years. Cardiac decompensation after starting growth hormone therapy for short stature at the age of 11 years leading to heart transplantation at the age of 12 years. Catch up growth without any growth promoting therapy.
The boy developed short stature due to growth hormone deficiency as indicated in three growth hormone stimulation tests. We decide against growth hormone replacement of cause concerns about safety in adults with heart failure, who were treated with growth hormone in prospective trials [7]. However, based upon the small study published in PEDIATRICS [6] and a proposed final height of 130 cm the boy received a low dose of 0.2 mg recombinant growth hormone. Together with increasing IGF-1 serum concentration the NT-BNP increase to very high values (Figure 2) and the volume monitoring by the pacemaker showed a significant higher volume load in a close correlation with the growth hormone treatment (Figure 3). Our approach to overcome loop diuretic resistance with the addition of a thiazide-type diuretic to frusemide to produce diuretic synergy via “sequential nephron blockade” [8] was successful and volume load and NT-BNP decrease (Figures 2 and 3). However, one month later the boy developed renal failure and was listed as high urgency recipient for heart transplantation.

After successful heart transplantation NT-BNP drop down and IGF-1 and IGF-1BP increase to normal values without any growth hormone replacement. The boy showed an impressive catch up growth up to the third percentile (165 cm) within the next four years (Figure 1).

Discussion and conclusion

In the first published trial about recombinant human growth hormone treatment for dilated cardiomyopathy in children published in PEDIATRICS [6] report that two of the eight patients developed progressive heart failure and underwent cardiac transplantation. We now report a third very well documented case of a life-threatening cardiac decompensation in a boy who received a low dose growth hormone treatment for short stature due to chronic severe heart failure. We conclude:

1. Living is more important than growing and growth hormone replacement should not be used in children with heart failure.
2. Whenever there is chance to improve heart failure by cardiac surgery there is a high potential for catch up growth when the epiphyseal clefts are open.
3. Betablockers improve clinical signs of heart failure and reduce neurohormonal activation but are probably not able to prevent the risk of severe short stature due to chronic heart failure.

We proposed a model that explain short stature by autonomic imprinting due to early life stress [9]. Heart failure is one of the main causes of early life stress indicated by highly elevated norepinephrine levels [10] and reduced heart rate variability [11]. Early cardiac surgery of congenital heart defects [4] and preoperative treatment of heart failure with propranolol [12] are the therapies of choice to prevent early life stress in infants with heart failure due to congenital heart defects. There is a growing evidence that early life stress has an impact on both, final height and a worse neurodevelopment outcome after surgery of congenital heart defects [5]. Early life stress seems to be related to hippocampal growth delay [13] the common pathway of critical illness in infancy.

If heart failure is not preventable by cardiac surgery - as in our case with dilated cardiomyopathy - we may protect the heart against the deleterious effect of stress with a betablocker and improve the clinical state but we are not able to improve the disturbed hypothalamus hypophysis axis that leads to short stature. Probably low IGF-1 levels in children with heart failure indicates the disturbed hypothalamic hypophysis axis but we are not able to improve the disturbed hypothalamic regulation and growth hormone replacement may improve growth. However, growth hormone therapy leads to an increment in sympathetic activity as shown by Tanriverdi et al. [14] that is no problem for the healthy hearts but a big problem for patients with left ventricular dysfunction.
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